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ABSTRACT

Until  a recent knowledge-based system is able to learn by itself ,  i t  must
acquire new knowledge and new heuristics from human experts. This  is
tradit ionally done with the aid of a computer programmer acting as intermediary.
The direct transfer of knowledge from an expert to the system requires a
natural- language processor capable of handling a substantial  subset of English.
The development of such a natural-language processor is a long-term goal of
automating knowledge acquisition; faci 1 i tating the interface between the expert
and the system is a f irst step toward this goal.

This paper describes BAOBAB, a program designed and implemented for MYCIN
(Short1 i ffe 1974)) a medical consultation system for infectious disease diagnosis
and therapy selection. BAOBAB is concerned with the problem of parsing -
recognizing natural language sentences and encoding them into MYCIN’s internal
representat ion. For this purpose, it uses a semantic grammar in which the
non-terminal symbols denote semantic categories (e.g.,  infections and symptons),
or conceptual categories which are common tools of knowledge representation in
a r t i f i c i a l  i n t e l l i g e n c e  ( e . g . ,  a t t r i b u t e s ,  o b j e c t s , values and predicate functions).
This differs from a syntactic grammar in which non-terminal symbols are syntactic
elements such as nouns or verbs.
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AESTRACT.

Until a knowledge-based system is able to learn by itself, it must
acquire new knowledge and new heuristics from human experts. This is
traditionally done with the aid 'of a computer programmer actin,? as
intermediary. The direct transfer of knowledge from an expert to the
system requires a natural-language processor capable of handling a
substantial subset of English. The development of such a
natural-language processor is a long-term goal of automating knowledge
acquisition; faciliting the interface between the expert rind the system
is a first step toward this goal.

This paper describes BAOBAB, a program designed and implemented for
MYCIN (Shortliffe 1974),  a medical consultation system for infectious
disease diagnosis and therapy selection. EAOEAD is concerned with the
problem of parsing - recognizing natural language sentences and encoding
tnem into MILCIN's internal representation. For this purpose, it uses a
semantic grammar in which the non-terminal symbols denote semantic
categories (e.g., infections and symptoms), or conceptual categories
which are common tools of knowledge representation in artificial
intelligence (e.g. attributes, objects, values and predicate
functions). This differs from a syntactic grammar in which non-terminal
symbols are syntactic elements such as nouns or verbs.
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I. OVENIEW.

1.1. Introduction.

'whatever formalism is used for parsing: context-free grammar,
context-sensitive grammar, or augmented transition networks, most
syntax-based parsers focus mainly on criteria of acceptability on
syntactic grounds of the input strings. Althou,gh this undoubtedly is of
linguistic interest, a different approach has been used in the work
presented here. The reasons for this are several.

For convenient and philosophical reasons, we do not o b j e c t  t o
accepting ungrammatical inputs. In addition to this, syntax-based
parsers usually accumulate much information which is useless for our
purpose. For example, "The patient has a fever" and "The patient is
febrile" lead to the same internal representation despite the fact that
"fever" is a noun and YtfebrileB1  an adjective. Syntactic analysis is
also time consuming and does not avoid semantic checks before building a
representation of the input string. Therefore, if it is possible to
determine the meaning of a statement without using syntactic analysis,
we prefer to do so.

A two-part grammar has been designed, choosing efficiency in the
inevitable uniformity/efficiency tradeoff. If certain key-words have
been encountered during tne preprocessing phase, the specific rules
associated are tried, otherwise the general grammar alone is applied.

The general gramnar is, to a certain extent only, domain
independent. Its rules recognize the format of a legal statement
without concern for the meaning of the individual elements. For
example, one legal format is "the <attribute> of the <object> <predicate
function> <value>". This same rule can apply to ItThe morphology of the
organism is coccus" in the domain of infectious diseases, as well as to
"The landscape of the country is mountainou9  in the domain of physical
geography. The requirement for the general grammar to be applicable is
that the systems for the two different domains must be organized in
similar fashion. One system must have l'coccuslV  as a value of
l'morphology't, an attribute of the object "organism; the other must have
"mountainoust as a value of lllandscapett, an attribute of the object
%ountryY

As it is difficult to recognize any input by as general structures
as those dealing with attributes, objects and values, more specific
rules have been incorporated, allowing the presence of specialized terms
such as symptoms, infections, which are typically of no use in another
domain. This part of the complete grammar will be referred to as the
specific grammar.



I .2. k5nvironment.

When one speaks of understanding by a program, one usually defines a
test that must be passed in order to claim that the proqram has
understood. The aim of this program is to transform a piece of medical
knowledge expressed as a rule (set of premises/set of actions), or as
text, into an internal format. When the program achieves this goal (the
judge is the expert who must agree with the proposed interpretation), we
will say that it has understood or properly interpreted the rule or the
submitted piece of text.

EAOJSAB therefore will deal with natural language in a specific
domain. We expect the interlocutor to be an expert in the medical field.
This means that his expressions are “naturally fairly precise”, i .e. , he
should not have to abandon a usual way of speaking to fit a special
jargon to which he would not be accustomed. Let us here point out the
difference between such a program and programs primarily concerned with
carrying on a dialogue with casual users. For example, Rendezvous (Codd
1974,  Codd et al 1978) focussed on clarification dialog strategies
systematically used to make sure that the system correctly understood
the user’s request, providing him with facilities to break down his or
her request into several steps if necessary.

A first demand of the expert sitting at a terminal is to get fast
.answers from the system. We must also take into consideration the
situation in which a new rule will be entered. Most of the time, this
will occur when an expert detects a missing or erroneous rule while
running the consultation (Davis  1976). Accordingly, after adding a rule,
the expert will want to test its expected effect as soon as possible. A
conventional natural-language processor includes a syntactic treatment
followed bY a semantics component converting the linguistic structure
into an internal representation. Here, some of the grammar rules
explicitly contain semantic information and thus do not require any
other semantic processing. On the other hand, general rules do need a
semantic treatment, for example in order to determine whether an
-object-attribute couple makes sense. However, non terminal categories
being more restrictive than nouns or verbs, the amount of work necessary
to check their mutual coherence is lessened.

Another legi timate demand of the expert, closely linked to the
necessity for speed, that he be allowed to express statements in a terse
form, such as using mathematical symbols when that seems to be a
convenient short-cut. For example, “WBC < 80 I1 is as acceptable as II
the white blood count is less than 80”.

The expert must approve the system’s interpretatior If a rule in
order to avoid adding incorrect rules. For this purpose, BAOBAE uses a
generator called PROSE to translate the internal format back into
s t y l i z e d natural language. The expert is then asked if the



interpretation was correct. If the parser has failed to find a correct
interpretation, it must guide the user toward the reason for failure.
For instance, by displaying words that were not recognized, and by
telling what expectations were not fulfilled (grammar rules which were
only partially successful), the system can help the expert to rephrase
the statement , or it can indicate that new objects or attributes have
to be taught before proceeding with incorporating new rules.

I.3 MYCIN background.

MYCIN's judgmental knowledge consists of a set of rules. A rule is
internally represented by a CONDITION part and an ACTION part. Each of
these is a set of clauses linked by the logical operator AND. For
example:

($AND (SAME CNTXT COMPHOMISED)
(GR$ATERP* (VALl CNTXT PROTEIN) 40))

is the internal representation of:
The patient is a compromised host, and

the CSF protein is more than 40.

An internal clause can roughly be vi ewed as
<predi cat e functi on> <object> <attrib U

a quadruple:
te> <value>.

The last three elements constitute the usual triple which is a basic
representation formalism within the AI community, <attribute> usually
denoting a property of <object> and having <value> as a possible value.
From now on, <object> might as well be referred to by <context> which is
the MYCIN version actually used. Similarly, <attribute> is often named
<clinical parameter> or simply <parameter>. In reality, there are
several variants of this generic form (e.g., <value> could be missing,
or replaced by a list of values, etc.); but at this point, this
simplification allows easier comprehension.

a) The 'predicate functions are usually indicated by verbs (e.g.,
” i 23”  9 "known"). The verbs also may be accompanied by appropriate
modifiers, such as ne,qations or, more generally, adverbs which add
information about the certainty factors associated with the current
information (e.g., definitely). Example: KNOWN is the predicate
function associated with the following statements: * The morphology of
the organism has been determined. * We know the genus of the organism.
* The duration of the neurologic signs is known.

b) There are 5 objects considered here, organized into a context
tree: PATIdNT, INFECTION, CULTURE, ORGANISM, THERAPY. The PATIENT
presents a possible INFECTION for which a CULTURE is obtained.
ORGANISMS are likely to be isolated from this culture and a THERAPY
will be recommanded to fight the organisms.
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c> A clinical parameter is a characteristic of one of the contexts
of the context tree.

Example: The SITE of a culture.
The NAMti of the therapy.
The GENUS of an organism. _
Tne AGE of a patient.

d) A value is one of the possible values of a clinical parameter:
YES or NO for binary parameters often termed yes/no parameters,
otherwise a member of the list of possible values. For example:
PTCONTRA is a parameter indicating whether "there is contraindication of
the current therapy for the patient" its value is simply TRUE or FALSE.
On the other hand, SITE is a multiple-valued parameter and has a large
list of possible values: BLOOD, NOSE, URINE, THROAT, . . . Although I
use the term MULTIPLE PARAMETER for any non-yes/no parameter, this last
category is further divided into SINGLE-VALUED PARAMETERS like SITE,
which can have a single correct value (excluding all others), and
MULTI-VALUED PARAMETERS like SYMPTOMOF and ALLERGY which can have
several values at a time. (Each culture was taken from a single site,
however, the patient might simultaneously have symptoms of pyuria and
frequency, or be allergic to several drugs.)

e) In action clauses, the predicate functions which are dealt with
are COtiCLUDE;  and CONCLUDE* (a variant of CONCLUDE with more than 1 value
specified). A positive statement is indicated by a positive certainty
factor, the negation by a negative one.

I.4 Sample of a rule acquisition.

In the example that follows, BAOEAWs questions and statements
appear in lower case letters, and it displays the internal format of
its interpretation in upper case letters. The user enters the rules in
upper case letters after the double star. A "carriage-return" is typed

_ to indicate that there are no more clauses in the current part of the
rule. A trace of successful grammar rules is shown so that the reader
can look ahead at the grammar described in 111.4.3.

Would you like to enter a rule?
** YES

If: 1 - THE ORGANIS~4 IS ROD FACUL
and 2 - IT IS GRAMNEG
and 3 - IT DID NOT ACQUIRE THE INFECTION IN THE HOSPITAL
and 4 - THE INFECTION REQUIRING THERAPY IS NOT MENINGITIS
and 5 -

Then: 1 - FOR SURE 1 .O THE ORGANISM IS A PSEUDOMNAS-AERUGINOSA
and 2 -



Grammar rule HO25 was successful (not to be confused with KYCIN rules).
Grammar rule R005 was successful
Grammar rule R031 was successful
I don't understand IT DID NOT ACQUIRE THE INFECTION IN THE HOSPITAL even
though all the words were recognized.
Do you want to rephrase it?
++*'+yiis

ThE PATIENT DID NOT GET THE INFECTION IN THE HOSPITAL

Grammar rule R126 was successful
Grammar rule R020 was successful
=PSEUDOMONAS-AERUGINOSA
Grammar rule R031 was successful
the internal format of the rule is:

PREMISE: (SAND (SAME CNTXT AIR FACUL)
(SAME CNTXT MORPH ROD)
(SAME CNTXT GRAM GRAMNEG)
(NOTSAME CNTXT NOSOCOMIAL)
(NOTSAME CNTXT TREATINF MENINGITIS))

ACTION: (CONCLUDE CNTXT IDENT PSEUDOMO:4AS-AERUGINOSA  TALLY 1000)

This is my understanding of your rule:

- - - - - - - -
If: 1) The aerobicity of the organism is facul, and

2) The LTIOrphOlOgy of the organism is rod, and
3) The stain of the organism is gramneg, and
4) The infection was not acquired while the patient was

hospitalized, and
5) The infection which requires therapy is not meningitis

Then: It is definite (1.0) that the identity of the organism is
'pseudomonas-aeruginosa

do you agree with my interpretation?
** YES
good.

COMMENTS.

1) The parser could figure out that the first premise actually
contained 2 properties (aerobicity and morphology). Consequently, it
split this premise into 2 clauses, which explains the shift in the
numbers of premises. Also, these parameters were not mentioned
explicitly, but were deduced from tneir respective values.
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2) In premise 2 (which became clause 3), the analyzer resolved the
pronoun reference by organism (from the previous premise) and thus
actually analyzed THE ORGANISM IS GRAMNEG.

3) In premise 3 (which became clause 41, the pronoun reference
resolution led to parse: THE ORGANISM DID NOT ACQUIRE THE INFECTION IN
HOSPITAL and thus failed. The rephrasing was unambiguous and was
successful. The system always indicates which words, if any 9 were
unrecognized in order to guide the user in rephrasing the statement.

4) The objects ORGANISM, PATIENT, INFECTION are always represented
by the standard word "cntxt" in clauses but were very important during
tne analysis process. A check for consistency between the object and
the parameter is always performed before generating any clause.

5) SAME, NOTSAKE, CONCLUDE are predicate functions.

6) In premise 4 (which became clause 5), TREATINF is a clinical
parameter (attribute) and MENINGITIS is one of its legal values.
Likewise, IDENT is a clinical parameter and PSEUDOMONAS-AERUGINOSA is
one of its possible values. Notice that it was respelled using the
INTERLISP spelling corrector (Teitelman 1975).

1.5. Scope of the language accepted.

Interpreting English sentences consists of finding one or several
consistent function-object-attribute-value quadruples. There are
various ways to express any natural language statement (surface level)
with only one internal representation (deeper level). If we do not want
to frustrate the user by the casual computer response: "1 do not
understand, please rephrase your statement", the program must achieve
this several-to-one correspondence.

The expert is not given any constraints concerning his phrasing of
_ sentences. Be is simply advised to express himself in the most precise
way he can (avoiding poetics), and use appropriate medical words as
Often as possible. This should not be a severe constraint since it is
supposed to be his natural way of expression in his professional life.
For instance, "The site of the culture is nose" will be preferable to:
"aculture was taken from the nose" and obviously to: IfA nasal specimen
was obtained and sent to the lab". The second statement is still
explicit enough, unlike the last one. The program would need strong
general Knowledge outside the medical field to understand the last
statement. This has not been the concern of BAOBAB or EiYCIN thus far.
The program has not yet been tested with respect to the "habitability
feature" (Watt 19681, that is to say the ease with which the user can
learn the conventions of the language accepted in order to avoid going
too often beyond the possibilities.
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Another characteristic of MYCIN is to deal with non-precise
statements or with incomplete information. Consequently, the predicate
functions associated with a medical fact are not merely TRUE or FALSE
but KNOW or UNKNOb;N, etc. The current program can handle 16 different
predicate functions which are briefly described in 111.3.

Objects and values are rarely ambiguous. The main difficulty is to
find the relevant clinical parameter, which plays the dominant role in
the sentence. Some parameters are described with one or two words, like
MOhPhOLOGY, FEi3RILE, GHOgTii CONFORMATION, and their recognition is
fairly straightforward. On the other hand, some are commonly described
by means of a complex sentence, like NOSOCOKIAL indicating whether "The
patient acquired the infection while in the hospital" or SPECSTAIN
indicating whether "organisms were found on the stain of the cultureif.

II. RZLATION TO OTHZR hORKS.

I want to distinguish here between works oriented toward "general
natural language understanding" and those oriented toward specific
application-s, usually concerned with building interfaces between a user
and a program which is an expert in a domain. A major distinction
between them is that the first category usually handles a more limited
vocabulary than the second, but attempts to analyze inputs more
completely, drawing non- trivial inferences based on psychological
models or behavior. They usually have ambitious goals, such as buildinq
a theory of language understanding (Schank 1973)(Milks 1 9 7 3 )  l

Interesting surveys of these works can be found in (Wilks 1974) and
(kinograd 1974). Fundamental works also include the development of
various tools such as efficient algorithms to parse sentences (ATN of
Goods 1970) (Earley 1970), or how to embed semantics during the analysis
process (Procedural semantics, Winograd 1972)  l Such devices are now
used to a large extent by task-oriented systems which thus are an
essential contribution which can be used to verify the generality and
power of the theoretical tools mentioned above. Question-answering or
querying systems and computer-aided instructional systems are
functionally similar in the sense that they use roughly similar
techniques. The difference lies in the fact that more emphasis is
placea on retrieving the relevant information in one, and on carrying on
a dialogue in the other. The following is a brief description of some
recent systems with which the present work shares some basic features.

In Sophie (Erown 1975), a student is presented with a problem of
troubleshooting an ?lectical  circuit. A semantic grammar (&own 1976)
is used to analyze the English sentences that the student uses to
communicate with the system about the problem. An interesting
comparison between a Lisp version (semantic grammar encoded as Interlisp



procedures)  and an AT?i compiled version is drawn, showing that the
Lisp version is about twice as fast. On the other hand, three
advantages of the ATN formalism are pointed out: (a) conciseness, i.e
facility to write, change and communicate the grammar, (b) conceptual
effectiveness, which is mainly the coherence between the rule
representation (ENF, for instance) and i'ts actual implementation, (c)
flexibility for postponiw decisions about a path to take during the
analysis process.

However, the perspicuity of context-free grammars representation i.e
the possibility of telling whether a construction is permitted just by
looking at a rule is not maintained in the ATN formalism if it is not
implemented on a computer providing graphics facility for displaying the
network. The ATN compiled version, witn a compiler similar to Kaplan's
GPS (Kaplan 1973)  is described in detail in (Eurton and Moods 1976)  and
sholkn to be about 10 times faster than the interpreted version used in
LUNAR (hoods e t  a1,1972).

PLANES (iraltz 1975, haltz 8 Goodman 1977) is a system currently
aeveloped for answering user's requests from a large data base dealing
with aircraft maintenance and flight information. The parser is based
on the notion of semantic grammar in which the concepts to recognize
are, for example, "plane type" or "aircraft componentif.  An example of a
request handled by the system is: "Please tell me if Phantom A5544 had
any engine maintenance during April 1974.if The program matches the
request against pre-stored schemas and, if successful, displays its
understanding and asks whether the user agrees. If so, the program
retrieves an answer by filling the slots of the relevant answer
template.

12. Eiendrix developed a number of convenient devices for rapidly
creating natural-language interfaces between systems and users (Hendrix
1977). This comprises facilities for dealing with incomplete inputs
(ellipsis), and for allowing users to extend the language accepted by
the system through paraphrasing facilities. A spelling corrector as well
is a grammar editor make the system more habitable. A first system
called I&LAND (informal natural language access to navy data) has been
built, using these techniques, described in (Sacerdoti 1977). Examples
of sentences nandled by the current system are: %hat is the speed of
the -Kennedy?" then "Its length?", the ellipsis routine leading it to
actually parse: Qnat is the length of the Kennedy??

The primary purpose of i4YCIN is the Consultation system. This
program dOa not contain any natural-language capabilities, since the
questions are asked by the system. Consequently, little emphasis has
been put on the 'flanguage-understanding'V  aspect. However, the necessity
to make the system credible to physicians led to design an explanation
system (Scott 1977) and thus to the development of a program capable of
answering a limited set of questions that physicians might ask
concerning:
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(a) The status of current knowledge about the patient,
(b) How the system reached its conclusions,
(c) General knowledge contained in Nycin’s judgmental rules.

This program uses a key-word approach combined with pattern-matching
methods similar to (Colby 1974) and a 9coring technique” to determine
which kind of question is asked or which parameter is relevant to the
question. Examples of questions handled by the program are:

Is blood a sterile site?
How do you treat meningococcal bacteremia ?
Is oganisrn-1 a streptococcus?

While we have not done so, it should be possible to write a similar
semantic grammar for the explanation system. Its adaptation would
include new concepts like <type-of question> (how, why, what...) and
<predicate function> would be replaced by <topic-of-question> such as
“conclude”, *‘treati’, or “rule out”. For example : Why did you
conclude. . . ? I1 , “How did you treat the infection?“, Why did you rule out
the possibility.. .?I’.

All these systems were designed for operating on specific domains.
As a consequence, they do not need to dig out subtleties which would not
be taken into consideration by the knowledge base, nor they have to
perform such delicate tasks as disambiguating between multiple-meanings
words, since, most of the time, the meaning relevant to the domain is
the only one considered in the dictionary. The first point can be
illustrated by the following example. Suppose there is no distinction
made between “the patient has a fever” and “the patient has a bad
fever”, a single parameter FEBRILE existing, it is then clear that Irbadft
can just be ignored without affecting the resulting representation of
the input string. This introduction of “fuzziness” is indeed a
characterization of a “shallower level of understanding”, which is
sufficient for such systems, compared to the general understanders
outlined at the beginning of this section.

- The second point can be illustrated by tne following example. In a
general “idealistic” understander, a word like ‘fpatienti’ might be
considered as an adjective (showing patience) as well as Ii a person
under medical treatment” t;hich is the only sense considered here. Let
us note that the same problem was actually encountered by Winograd in

. Shrdlu (Mnograd 1972), where other possible meanings of iiblockff
-psychological inhibition for example- were not taken into
consideration.

A common feature of the systems which have been described is that
they do not use an explicit syntactic analyzer. Note however that some
general understanders do not have either (Charniak 1972, Giilks  1973).
Instead, the parsing is achieved on semantic basis. The key-word
approach is an ex treine position which has the advantage to be
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unsensitive to the transformational naraphrasinys of a same statement.
In active and passive mode, the same words need to be recognized,

regardless of their order in the striny. Consequently, it allows a
larger freedom in the tray of expressing oneself. On the other hand, the
incapacity of capturing any structure of sentences causes that
meaningless statements are easily accepted - “the febrile is patient” -.
Further, when a conflict appears between two candidates competing for
tne most likely interpretation, it is difficult to decide whether the
conflict must be resolved (cnoice to make), or whether the two
candidates must be kept because several ideas were expressed in the
sentence.

In fact, analyzers based on a semantic grammar have adopted an
intermediate position (between syntactic and key-word based parsers)
with respect to the two points previously mentioned. The semantic
grammar rules carry an implicit structure of inout strings although
tnere is no explicit check on grammatical agreement.

l’ne main difference between EAOEAE and the other three seems to lie,
on one nand, in the choice of a context-free grammar versus an ATM
formalism, and on the other nand, in the fact that HQEAFf s Fenera
grammar is only constituted of’ conceptual entities (no surface words),
but this distinction presumably depends on the amount of bottom-up
preprocessin achieved before actually using the grammar, thus replacin?
groups of b;oras by their underlying concept. This nart of the grammar is
transportable to other domains that also use Fenera categories such as
objects, attributes and values.

A significant difference between PLAEXS and the others is that
PLAHES makes little use of the constructions of sentences -order of
words are only taken into consideration in special cases -. Rather,
“concept case frames are utilized to assign a meanin? to the input
strings by looking at the registers that have been set during the
analysis.

III.‘Wti AKALYZEE.

‘Inis cnapter tiescri bes tne analyzer. i’, e first describe how the
dictionary is organized and now the preprocessing phase is achieved.
Then, the su bgramular f'or predicate functions, used in a bottom-up
manner, is shown. binally, the main grammar used (top-down) to parse the
input strings is described in detail.
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III.1 The dictionary.

In order to avoid repeating information common to several words
which are close in meaning, it is convenient that one of them be
considered as a terminal word. It will then be the only one of the
group to be integrated into the semantic network describing the
relationships existing between the different concepts which are dealt
with. The notion of closeness of meanins is partly explained by the
TXTSYi4 pointer and completed in the description of the preprocessing
phase. 'The pointers described here are only the ones used by the parser.

III.l.l TXTSYl\j.

The pointer from a word to its terminal f'orm is called TXTSYK (a
terminal word points to itself). The words related by a txtsyn pointer
may be synonyms in the usual sense, but also abbreviations, root words
or infinitive forms tnat cannot be founo by btinograd's root extraction
algorithm as outlined in 111.2.

oxample: TXTSYK(eschericnea-coli)  = e.coli
TXTSYK(e-coli) = e.coli

which means that e.coli has been arbitrarily chosen as the terminal
word.

Example: TXTSYN(began)  = begin (infinitive is terminal)

111.1.2  1"r;;CONCEPT.

When a word sqgests the presence of one or several clinical
parameters, it _c)ints to it (them) by The INCOII!CEPT pointer.

Example: INCOKEPT(Morphology) = (Morph)
IKONCEPT(pre~nant) = (Motherhood)
IhCOKEPT(abnorma1)  = (Abnormal Cxrab Lensign)

The word AENORMAL might suggest the 3 parameters AE.NORMAL (an
organism is not normally found at a certain site), CXRAE (The patient's
x-ray is abnormal), LENSIGN (The patient had recent abnormal neurolo?ic
signs).

111.1.3 VALUESYN.

This gives the value (in the sense of value of a parameter) that the
word might imply in certain contexts.

hxample: VALUESYf\(negative) = gramneg (in context of stain)
VALu&SYN(white) = Caucasian (in context of race)

gxamining  tne context allows the system to decide whether such a value
is correct. For instance, in "white  blood count", "Caucasian" will be
discarded as a meaning for "whitei'.
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III.1.4 OXP&CT/ZXPECTW.

These are the pointers between parameters and their possible values,
EXPECT defining the valid set of values for a parameter (NIL for a
yes/no parameter), hXPECTSD giving the Dossible._ ' parameters implied by
the Value.

ixamble: EXPZCT(Morph) = (Rod Coccus . ..)
&XPizCTED(Roa) = EXPECTED(Coccus) = (Morph)
EXPECT(Site)  = (Elood hose Throat Urine . ..)
dXPKT'ED( Elood) = EXPSCTED(Urine) = (Site Portal

Infsite)
iurine mignt be the site of a culture, of an infection or the

portal of entryj
EXPSCT('&hensyiz)  = d a t e
EXPE;C'T(Contaminant)  = &IL
EXPZCT(AGE)  = I'junber

111.1.5 CO~EOU?JD and hYPART.

These pointers enable the recognition of groups of words as a t;hole,
for example *'streptococcus group aI' which will be replaced by
“streptococcus-group-a",

This inaicates that a word has no medical meanin?.  fiowever, the word
mignt be important to figure out the structure of the sentence. In this
category, "or", "of", ':and", etc.

I I I . l . 7  TSHPLATE.

This gives the template of the internal clause according to the
predicate function.

Zxanple: TENPLATti(<known>)  = (cntxt parm)
TEWLATE(<same>) = (cntxt para valu)
TWPLATE(<greaterp*>) = ((vail cntxt parm) num)

I III.1.s PICKGROUP.

It gives the object of a parameter and is used in the procedures
wnich check for semantic coherence inside the rules.

111.2 Preprocessing.

The preprocessing phase is very similar (from paragraph a to f) to
the one used by tne explanation system from where it was extracted
(Scott 1977).
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The following heuristics are used to accomplish this task.

a) Standard reduction to a canonical form: An implementation of
Winograd's root extraction algorithm (Winograd  1972) replaces the plural
form of a noun by its singular and replaces a conjugated form of a verb
by its infinitive. For instance "acquires" and "acquired" are both
replaced by "acquire". Also, it can extract the root of certain
substantives ("combination" giving "combine").

b) iiesolution of certain irregular forms which cannot be found by a
general method is then given by the TXTSYN pointer, for instance "began6'
is replaced by "begin".

c) Croups of words which have special meaning when they appear
together are taken into account by creating a single hyphenated word,
l i k e 'Lstreptococcus-group-al'.  In this particular case, Ital might
otherwise be considered as an article which would lead to a
misinterpretation.

d) Conventional words have been cnosen to represent several words
which might be synonyms in context (therapy, treatment) or abbreviations
(echerichea-coli, e-coli).

e) If a word has not been found in the dictionary are, an attembt is
made to respel it using the DWIE: Interlisp routine (organisn -->
organism). (Teitelman 1975).

f) Punctuation is currently ignored. This also includes detaching
punctuation marks from the end of words, since it is most common not to
type a space between the end of a word and the following punctuation.

g) Some no-content words are i.gnored (the, a, this, that, an,...)
because nuances between articles (e.g., definite versus indefinite) are
not handled by the system. On the other hand, words like "ofI1 or ttfromff
are used to recognize certain structures of sentences. Words that are
still unknown after using the spelling corrector are also kept to let
the user know where a failure occured during the analysis.

h) Some yes/no parameters can only be described by using a complex
piece of' sentence. In order to facilitate the grammar's task, bottom-up
recognition of' some of these parameters is carried out before invoking
general rules. For example, <angrow> and <airgrow> might be recognized
after the success of some of the following patterns:

<aerobically> --> in aerobic plate
<aerobically> --> in aerobic bottle
<anaerobically> -4 without oxygen
<airgrow> -2 grow <aerobically>
<angrow> --> grow <anaerobically>
<airgrow> --> able to <airgrow>
<angrow> --> able to <angrow>
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These patterns permit the recognition of the following 6 sentences
defining the parameter <airqrou>:

1. (Tne orzanismj  was able to grow aerobically.
2. (The organism,) was aole to grow in the aerobic plate.
3. (Tne organism) was able to srou in the aerobic bottle.
4 . (Tne organismj could qow aerobically.
5. (Tne organism) could grobi in the aerobic plate.
6. (Tne organism) could grow in the aerobic bottle.

as well as 4 similar sentences for <angrow>.

III.3 Subgrammar for predicate functions.

Tne preoicate function of any clause is indicated by Verbs (mainly
auxiliaries), negations and some appropriate modifiers. Their
recognition is accomplisned independently of the general gram:i!ar for the
f'ollowing  reasons:

a) Auxiliary verbs (is, has, etc.) are used by tne C-A proqam (part
of tne explanation systemj  in a manner incompatible with the analyzer
uescribed here. A- convenient way to circumvent this problem Without
modifying the dictionary was to combine verbs before invokin? tne
previously uescribed procedure f'or producing  a canonical for2 of the
statement.

b) It seems to be Korthwhile in the tradeoff between bottom-up and
top-down process; for instance (see the Trammar rules described in
111.41,  <faculfun> appears in many rules and it seems to be efficient to
recognize it once and for all before using the Reneral grammar.

c> Predicate functions may be modified by operators, as described in
111.3.2, wnich appear in non-adjacent part of the sentence. This
phenosenon is difficult to handle with general grammar rules.

111.3.1 The subarammar.

-
The grammar is described in a f?luF-like context-free formalism,

square brackets [ ] enclosing optional elements, a slash / separating
alternatives of the expansions of the rules, and anple brackets < >
enclosing non terminal elements. Tne top-level rule is: <Pred-function>
:= -<hovalt'un>/  <Faculfun> / <r,umlfun> / <Num2fun>.

These 4 types of predicate f'unctions are now goins to be explained
in terms of values expected. Another classification in terms of
certainty factors can be found in (Snortliffe 1976, pp 102 to 105).
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111.3.1.1 <Faculfun>  functions.

<Faculfun> stands for facultative values functions, which means that
the template expected by the function may contain values but this is not
compulsory. The two functions of this category are <same> and <notsame>.

Example: (WTSANE CIGTXT FE&RILE) represents "The patient is not
febrile".

(SAKE CNTXT SITE LOOSE) represents "The site of the
culture is nose".

<Faculfun> := <Same> / <Notsame>
<Same> := <Same> <Same>
<hotsame> := <Same><Kotsame> / <Same><Notsame><Same>
<Same> := is / nas / was / had / been .*.
<hotsame> := not / never / no . . .

<same>

/\
<sa e>

t
<same>-_

I
has been

<Notsame>

/\
<same> <notsame>

I / 1
has <not ame>

f
<same>

Figure 1.

not been

Figure 2.

111.3.1.2 <Novalfun>  f-unctions.

<Novalfun> stands for no-value functions, which means that the
template expected by the function must not contain values.

Example: (KNOSIN CNTXT MORPti) --> "The morphology of the
patient is known."

<Novalfun> :=<pronoun> <novalfun>
<novalfun> := <known> / <notknown> / <definite> / <notdefinite>
<known> := <same> <known>
<known> := know / known/ knew/ determined
<notknown> := <notsame><known> / <same> <notknown>
<definite> := <known> with certainty / definite
<notdef'inite> := <notknown> with certainty / <notsame> <definite>



<nova1 f un>

<pronoun>
I
it <notknown>

<nots%me> <known>

I
I

determined
I
is

Figure 3.

111.3.1  .j <kumlfun> functions.

<iqumlfun>  stands for functions expecting one numeric value.
Example: (LtZSSP (VALl CNTXT CSFCELLCOUNT) 10 ) --> “The white

blood--count from the cerebra spinal fluid is less than lO.‘T

<hum1 f’un> := <greaterp*>/<greateq”)/<lessp”)/<lesseq*>
<greaterp*> := <same> greater than / >
<greateqd> := <greaterp*> or equal to / <greaterp*> =
<lessp*> := <same> less than / <
<lesseq*> := <lessp*> or equal to / <lessp*> =

<IJumlfun>

<greateq*>

/ \w
<qreaterp”> or equal to

<same>
I\

tir,reater  than
I
is

Figure 4.

11X.3.1.4 <8um2fun> function.

<Num2f’un> stands f’or functions expecting two numeric values.
Actually, there is only one function called <between*> in this category.

Example: (btiTkEEIu’* (VALl CNTXT AGE) 0.25 0.50)) -3 #‘The age
of the patient is between 3 and 6 months.”

< 14 urn2 f’un> := <between*>
<Between*> := <same>< between>



III.3.2 Modification of the function by an operator.

An operator is a prefix of a statement which can generate itself a
clause. It can refine or modify the first predicate function found. For
example :

It is definite that the morpholbqy  of the organism is coccus

<def> (SAME CNTXT MORPIi COCCUS>

Figure 5.

Thus, <def> applied to <same> Qves <defis>, and finally, the clause
to build up is: (DEFIS CtiTXT I-iORPF COCCUS>. Five new predicate
functions can thus be built:

<l)efis> := <def> <same>
<defnot> := <def> <notsame>
<notknown> := <notknown> <anyfunction>
<tnoughtnot> := there is evidence that <notsame>
<mightbe> := tnere is no evidence that <notsame>
<Couldbe> := there is no evidence that <same>

hotice that in <known> <statement with function>, <known>
will be simply ignored because it does not add any information
(redundant).

fix: 'IIt is known that the patient is alcoholict'  is absolutely
equivalent to "The patient is alcoholic."

I II .4 GENERAL GRAfWAR .

111.4.1 Grammar as procedures.

The grammar has been encoded as INTERLISP procedures, as opposed to,
say a HO’-like f'orm. This allows a better efficiency (see footnote) due

. to the possibility to compile it. Such a choice naturally leads to
blend (but not necessarily) several types of knowledge, semantic and
structural for instance. Ejy looking at a rule like:

<hOl  l> := <object> <faculfun> <ynparm>,
one might think that “The culture is febrile" will be accepted.
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A c t u a l l y , an implicit check f’or coherence between the object and the
parameter is performed inside the rule, thus allowing the system to
refuse such a statement. Coherence between parameter and value can also
be checked, tnus allowing the system to accept ‘*The infection is
c y s t i t i s " , b u t  t o  r e j e c t “The morphology is cystiti9.

If’ one encodes a grammar as procedures, the l%i,qhtnesstl of the rule
can be specified dynamically that is, the ability to ignore some words
at specific points during parsing. The illoose’i form of the above rule
can be described as:

<HO1 l>’ := <object> <faculf’un> [skip] <ynparm>,
The role of tne SKIP procedure is to permit words like %i~h” or “badi
to oe skipped (*‘The patient has a high fever”) because such nuances are
not currently handled by the system. The procedure for ignoring
words is explained in more detail in IV.?.

On the other hand ? having
interpre ted by a program al lows:

the grammar as a data structure

Lasier modifications since it is more convenient to add a piece o f
data than a piece of’ code.

There is no dist: rsion petween the NF used to display the grammar
and its actual procedural implementation, although the LISP encoding, as
. shown in the appendix is fairly straightforward.

III .4.2 Taxonomy of’ grammar rules.

In terms of the actions that are triggered when a rule is
successful, grammar rules can be divided into two subsets. Generation
rules are used to build up internal clauses. Conjunction rules are used
to rebuild a piece of the sentence to be analyzed after resolving
anaphori c references. At the moment, this includes pronoun references
and elliptic resolutions such as when the verb has not been repeated.

-
In terms of generality/specificity, certain rules are general in

that they are not associated with a particular type of information; in
addition , they never include a surface word in their expansion part.
Other rules are specific in that they are associated with a particular
piece of information; also, they often include surface words in their
expansion part.

A table specifies what actions have to be carried out whenever a
rule is successful. For any generation rule, it consists of one or
several templates to be filled in. For conjunction rules, it consists
of rebuilding the input to give it to parse to the grammar.
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Furthermore, a rule can lead to different actions being undertaken
depending on whether it is parsed as a premise or as an action. This
distinction disappears if the text to be parsed is not a conventional
Nycin rule. khen analyzing text, all sentences are treated as premises.
Conversely, several rules can lead to the same action. F'or instance:

<R020> := <multparmcntxt>  .<faculfun> <value>
with: <multparmcntxt> := <multparm> of <object>
which allows parsing of: "The identity of the organism is e.coli.'l, and

<R031> := <object> <faculfun> <value>
which allows parsing of: "The organism is an e.coli/
lead to the same clause, as they evidently correspond to two surface
structures for the same meaning.

111.4.3 General grammar.

The parsinq process is top-down and left-to-right. The usual problem
of left recursion for left-to-right parsings is handled by creating an
intermediate symbol when necessary, and by duplicating the corresponding
rule. basically, a successful rule extracts the matchin? part of the
sentence and returns the rest, if any, in case the sentence would lead
to several clauses.

111.4.3.1  General generation rules.

Example 1: The morphology of the organism is not known.
Let us consider the rule: <Roll> := <rnult parmcntxt><novalfun>

with: <multparmcntxt>  := <multparm>of<object>  / <object><multparm>

<ROlO>

A /l fun>pp;rmT
I

<multparm> of <object> <notknown>

I

I

/-----
morph <notsame> <known>

I oraani sm ' Ltsame>< s a m e >
morphology I I

Iknown
is

Figure 6.
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The internal clause built up after the success of this rule
is: (NOTKNOkN CllTX'I' MORPH). Top-aown and bottom-up arrows
respectively show the role of each process. Actually, the
preprocessed sentence was: "morph of organism <notknown>lt, having
ignored articles, replaced ilmorphology" b y 8tmorph1' (INCONCEPT
pointer), and '5s not known" by the ppedicate function <notknown>.
Notice that the same rule would also be successful on the following
sentences:

The growth conformation is known with certainty.
The infection site is definite.
The aerobicity of the organism is known.

Example 2: The patient has a high fever.
Let us consider the rule:

<HOll>  := <object> <faculfun> [skip] <ynparm>
The tight rule will fail (tfhighi' causing the failure), and if no other
rule has been successful, <HOW> will succeed in the second pass
(loose form) as shown in Figure 7.

<Ri>ll>

/I
<ooject> <faculfun>

I
[skip] <ynparm>

I I 1
patient <saine> high febrile

Figure 7.

An interesting point may be discussed here. There is no absolute
criterion for deciding whether a word may be skipped or not. If
Irhighl'  were ignored in the first pass, it might prevent the success

-of another rule in which iI high" is a necessary element. The section
devoted to the control structure explains in more detail the two-pass
process presently used.

Let us notice that <Roll> also allows the system to parse:
The patient is not a compromised host.
The organism was able to crow anaerobically.

Example 3: A lumbar puncture has been performed on the patient.
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<object>

I I . I
1P

I
<same> perform

I \

patient

lum;F-pun(ure
I

performed on

punt ure

Figure 8.

Note that places in sentences where Yskips" are allowed are usually
where many expressions could oe used. For instance, in Example 3, after
'Ihas been', many different expressions might be used. This feature
makes it unnecessary to foresee all of the possible phrasings, e.g.,
"done or?', "undertaken onI', etc. Tnis is evidently a step toward a
key-word approach, but only no-content words (in a medical sense) can be
skipped. This minimizes risks of misinterpretation. Also, a rephrased
statement such as ?l'he patient has received a lumbar puncture" would be
parsed by the previous rule <ROl I>.

Example 4: The morphology, aerobicity and growth conformation
of the organism are known. Several properties

are stated and this should lead to a split of the sentence into several
internal clauses. Let us consider the rule <HOIF> := <multparml+cntxt>
<novalfun>. The recognition will be performed as shown in Fi,gure 9.
This leads to the following 3 clauses:

(AND ('KNOSriN  CMTXT MORPH)
(KNOW AIR MORPH)
(KNOWN CNTXT CONFORM))

<R015> would also be successful on: "the age, sex and weight of
the patient are definite?
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<multpaKnl+cntxt>

/-I \<:multparnl+> of <oDject>
A I\\

<multparm> . . ..<multparln>
I IImorph con orn

ai &
organism

I gro'wth confor,mation
nOrphOlOg:y

aerobicity

.-- - . --- --- >
I

<known>

/\
<sa3e> <known>

II
are known

Figure 9.

c'xample 5: The site of the culture is one of: nose ear throat.
Such a sentence is parsed by the rule HO18 as shown in figure 10.
<homovall+> stands for more than one homogeneous (corresponding to the
sar;le parameter) value. In this case, the internal clause generated is a
variant of the standard template and is actually:

(SAM CILTXT SITL (O&EOF NOSE EAR THROAT)). The following
sentence is parsed similarly: 'IThe infection requiring therapy is

among: cystitis pyelonephritis.tt

<faculfun>

<rnultparin> of <object> <same> one of
I

<isva<<ho7va1ykal>
. . . . .

1 I I 1
site culture is ear throat

Figure 10.

Example 6: The organism is rod anaerobic and P;rampos. Such a
sentence is processed by tne rule HO25 as shown in Figure 11 in which
<heterovall+> stands for more than one heterogeneous (different
parameters) value. "The patient is a male Caucasian" is parsed
similarly.
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<R025>

&------II
<object> <faculfun> <heterovall+>

I I
organism <same>

/\
<isval>...........  <isval>

I I t I
is rod anaero bi c grampos

Figure 11.

Example 7 : The or,ganism  is a pseudomonas aeruqinosa.
This sentence is parsed by the rule HO31 as shown in figure 12.

Let us note here that the name of an organism is indicated in the
sentence not only through the explicit mention of 9dentity” . Nhen
no parameter is mentioned in the sentence but a value that could
belong to “identi tyi’ as well as to other parameters is present, an
inference process is invoked which decides that “identity” is the
probable parameter. Similarly, in “the patient is <number>“, the
parameter is assumed to be rta,Telt (common sense inference).

<K031>

<objeKfabue<value>

or-g ani sm
I

<same>
I
is

1
pseudomonas-aeruqinosa

Figure 12.

Such a rule deduces the parameter from an anbiQUOUS value. The
parameter is then included explicitly in the restatement of the
sentence, in order to verify the user’s agreement. For instance here,
the above sentence will be rephrased “the identity of the organism is
pseudomonas aerugi nosa” . The same rule would also be successful with: ‘IA
culture was taken from blood” on the loose form after skipping “taken
f ram” , as well as “the patient is male”, or “the drug is penicillin”,

Example 8: The white blood count from the cerebra spinal fluid
is inferior to 10.



here, the preprocessing phase perf’orms a lot of work in order to
facilitate the grammar’s task. The preprocessor mainly recoqni zes groups
of words that make sense together and substitutes a single abbreviation
for tne group of words.

btl2c <-- white blood count
CSP <-- cerebra spinal fluid . .

Then, the rule <RO55> := <numparmcntxt>  <numlfun> <isnum> is successful
as snown in the Figure 13.

<RO55>

<numl fun> <i
I I

< numparm> <lesspii>
I

csfcellcount
/’

<same>

/I\

<lesspY>
I I\

wbc f7rom csf is inferior to

Figure 13.

‘Ike same rule can be used for:
The age of the patient is less than 3 months.
The csf’ protein is less than 40
The patient’s creatinine clearance is greater than 30

111.4.3.2. Conjunction rules.
Example 1 : The patient is jaundiced and is not a compromised

nost . The beginning of the sentence is easy to
parse and gives the internal clause (SAME CNTXT JAUNDICED). The role of
a conjunction rule is to recognize that the subject is missinq and to
trigger the search f’or it. The action invoked will then be to find the

- subject QY a very straightforward method (last clause analyzed) thus
leading to add PATIENT onto the remaining part of the sentence. It will
then return "the patient is not a compromised host” as the remaining
sentence to be analyzed. The referent chosen is the object of the last
cla-use generated. It relies on the assumption that, when several
properties are stated in the same input, they probably refer to the same
o b j e c t .

The first conjunction rule is described below:
<R035> := [<pronoun>] <faculfun> <isval> /

[<pronoun>] <faculfun>  <ynparm> /
[<pronoun>] <numlfun> <isnum> /
[<pronoun>] <faculfun> <isnum> /

- [<pronoun>J <num2fun> <isnum> <isnum>
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This rule also recognizes:
"and it is gramneg++ (expansion I>
"and has neurologic signs" (expansion 2)
"and is less than 10 years old" (expansion 3)
"is 56" (expansion 4)
"is between 7 and 77 years old'+ (expansion 5)

Notice here that the diversity of the forms to recognize for similar
structures is merely due to arbitrary decisions about the representation
of knowledge, imprecision in the formalism analogous to the one occuring
in the meaning of links in semantic networks (Gioods 1975). For example,
"the patient has fever" is represented by a binary parameter FEERILE,
but might as well be represented by a multiple parameter SYHPTOM‘which
would have FEbRILs as a possible value. A second conjunction rule
recognizes incomplete structures of sentences similar to the previous
one except that the function is also missing. b;hen the rule is
successful, it will then trigger the execution of a routine whose
purpose is to retrieve the subject and the verb (or predicate function).
This rule can be described as:

<R006> := <isval> / <ynparm> / <isnum>.

111.5. Specific grammar.

Specific grammar rules are used to recoenize parameters which can be
described only by fairly complex sentences. These rules usually have a
loose form, which avoids foreseeing all possible phrasings. The risks of
a strictly key-word approach (as outlined in the discussion ending the
section II) are decreased by the presence of common sentence structures
associated with parameters of this type in addition to indiSDenSable
key-words.

tixample 1: The concept of' "symptom" is of primary importance for
establishing a medical diagnosis. Consequently, it is semantically very
rich. Some symptoms are referred to by binary parameters as MUMPSYIJ,;,
indicating whether "the patient has shown symptoms of mumps++, or VAGDIS,
indicating whether "the patient has increasing vaginal discharqe?
Others are represented by a multiple parameter termed SYElPTOiqOF  as in
"the patient las symptoms of dysuria" in which case DYSURIA is a legal
value for SYiWTOMOF, The following rules express the semantics of
++symptom++.

<symptomof> := patient <faculfun> symptom of <uria>
<uria> <faculfun> <among> symptom of patient

<uria> := dysuria / frequency / hesitancy / suprapubic-
discomfort / urgency...

<ynsymptom> := patient <faculfun> symptom <otheruti>
<otheruti> := of mumps / of increasing vaginal discharge /

[skip] lower urinary tract



Let us note that the t+[skip]tt appearing in the last line allows
accepting Various phrasings as:

The patient has symptoms referable to
concerning the
a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h
l o c a t e d  ,in the lower urinary tract.

Example 2 : ~OSOCWilAL is a very important parameter which can
have a complex description. Two rules enable its recognition, as
shoxn in Figure 14.

<NOSOC-I>

A
patient <facuJfun> <skipuntil

I 1 hospital>
<nctsame>

/\
<same> <notsame> acquire the infection

I I
did not while in hospital

<1u0s0c-2>

”infection <faculfun>
I
\il ‘hospital>

P \\\
<notsame>

/\

acquired in the hospital

<same> <notsame>

I
was

I
not

Figure 14.

hxample 3 : Age is another important concept taken into
consideration in many rules (for the dose of a drug for instance) and
it is rarely stated explicitly in most sentences that use the concept.
The following rule is used to recognize it:
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<AGE>

[ <timunit>]

I
<le&p*> 2 week

N\
<same>

I
<lessp=>

I
is less ‘than

Figure 15.

IV . IP;PLEll~l~;N  TATION .

‘I’his chapter gives details on the current implementation. It
describes the control structure and certain stratecies
(tightness/looseness for example), how the semantic categories are
assigned during the analysis and finally displays an interactive session
of acquisition of’ rules.

IV.1 Control structure.

A depth-first control structure has been chosen because the first
parse usually leads to the only interpretation nossi ble, which is
primarily due to the precision of the statements in the medical field.

been encountered, chances of success for a specific rule are higher than
for a [<enera rule (all are tried in sequence without preference).

Let us notice that, ii’ the beFinning of a sentence cannot be mapped
into an internal representation, no further attempt is aade to analyze
the rest of the sentence (except after an Irand” which usually introduces
another property). Analyzing any part of a sentence after a piece which
was not understood mignt lead to misinterpretations as shown in the
f’ollot;i ng example : “tne sister of the patient is febrile” would indeed
be interpreted as “the patient is febrile” if “the sister** has not been
understood, unless a fragmentation technique similar to Wlk.9 is used
to attempt flilling the templates with the different pieces.

Some of’ the general rules contain a flaq which allows them to be

the second pass if no rules successed during the first pass. The
a d d i t i o n a l set of rules to be tried in loose form will thus be very
small.
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tixample : Suppose the word “ObeseB1 is not known to the system,
and the sentence to be parsed is “The patient is an obese male Ic. After
the failure of the tight rule, the loose version will skiD “obese” and
succeed, bu t the expert will be not i f’ied that L“0 beseLf wa s not
understood. h’e will then be able to teach the proqraa about this new
concept and will add a premise “the patient is obese” to complete the
meaning of’ the partially-understood previous statement.

30 far, tnere is no mechanism to handle possibilities of multiple
interpretations of an input string. Disambi,guations are made during the
preprocessing phase, for exatnple, “cs fl’ (cerebra spinal fluid) miqht be
a possible value of‘ tne site of a culture but, if- associated with white
blood count as in “the white blood count from the csf”, it actually
refers to the parameter *‘csf‘cellcourW and is recognized as such before
the grammar is evoked. As a consequence, the parsin is very
deterministic and no back-up mecnanism has been implemented yet. This
mignt be a weakness as the extension of the grammar proceeds.

‘i’he above mechanisa to build up a clause is mostly a loop on the set
of’ rules to try. An action is carried out whenever a success occurs. An
important feature is that the list of rules to try is set during the
preprocessing phase, specific rules being appended at the head of the
list whenever a triggering word is encountered. The analysis process is
stopped when the remaininq sentence is FJIL (success> or when a whole
iteration of loose rules has been performed without any success.

A shortcominq  of the current implementation is that the same task
may be perf’ormed several times. The merainf: of common parts of different
rules as used in transition networks -’implementations would certainly
permit a more compact representation and a better efficiency.

IV.2. Example of’ parsin%.

Let us consider “The morphology of the organism is rod”. The
preprocessed sentence is: “P;orph of organism <same> rod”. Row the-
appropriate variables are set during tne processing of the sentence is
shown below %ith the successful rule:

<HO20> := <multparmcntxt> <faculfun> <isval>
tiORT> is the word currently being analyzed.
hOkf the variables PAhAll, TYptil-P, TYPE-OEJ, VA,LIlM are set as the
analysis proceeds is snown belox on the top-down parse tree.

hORI/ <-- morph

<tnultparmcntxt>
<inultparm>

<i sparm> PARA <-- morph
TYPE-P <-- prop-orq
Beturns True l

Checks that PAHAM expects a value
Returns True.
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hORi> <-- of
<surf ‘of> matches the riqht surface word.

fieturns True.
ii:ORa <-- organism

<object> sets: TYPE-OEJ <-- prop-or-a
CO&T <--” organism
Returns True.

WHD <-- <same>
<faculfun>

Sets E’Ui\i <-- <same>
Returns True

iiOiW G-rod
<isval>

Sets VALIUM <-- rod
Pr’VALIUr4 <-- morph (parameter expected from value. )

<checkl> PAHAM subset of PFVALIUM:  True
<check2> TYPE-0l3J = TYPE-P : True

\iow <-- NIL
Returns True.

The variables PARkhi, FUlj and VALIifM are bound to values that allow
building the appropriate internal representation.

1v.3. Sample of a rule acquisition session.

In the examples that follow, the EAOEAE program utterances are in
lower case letters and it shows its internal lisp inter- pretations in
upper case letters The user enters the rules in upper case letters after
the double asterisk; every time he has finished with a set of premises
or actions, he types a “carriage-return” which explains the lines of
blanks. Comments have been inserted by nand in order to point out a few
f’eatures of the parsing. I\;ote that in all the examples shown below, the
interpretation is correct. \,hat can be done if the expert disagrees is
part of future directions. Elate that the kind of inputs that are not
currently handled deals with complicated inputs expressing-
meta-knowledge (how to use medical knowledge) rather than pure medical
knowledge. Examples are :

(1) You have examined the list of members associated with the
category of the organism and found some that agree with respect to the

. following symptoms : air and conform.
(2) This drug is one of thu0 treatments which have contributed to

an improvement in the patient’s symptoms of the infection.

Another kind of non-understood statement includes “non medical ways”
of- expressing oneself that would require a lot of knowledge about world
in general like:

(3) She drinks 4 bottles of Mouthon-Rothschild every morning,
to express that “the patient is alcoholic”.
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EXAHPLE I.

bioula you like to enter a rule?
** YliS
If: 1 - TM ChLATlNII;E  CLEARANCZ IS <= 80

and 2 - -.
Tnen: 1 - CONCLUDE THAT THE PATIENT HAS MCREASED HEI\!AL FUNCTION

and 2 -

the internal format of' the rule is :

LISPRULE
--------

L'AtiMSE;: ($AM (LESS&Q" &AL1 C%TXT WR)
83) 1

ACTIOti: (C(iKLUDE CNTXT rW'ALFAILURE  YES TALLY 13W)

This is my understanding of your rule:

-------- -_
If: Tile patient's most recent creatinine clearance (in ml/min) is less

than or equal to 30
Then: It is def'inite (1.0) that the patient does have decreased renal

function

Comments: In the premise, the ob<ject  PATIENT was not stated, but was
inferred from the parameter. As no certainty factor was stated,
it was supposed to be 1.

do you agree with my interpretation?
icx YES

good.

DXAtLI;PLE II.
Cdould you liketo enter a rule?
XI YES
If: 1 - The CULTURE SITE IS CSF

and 2 - Tfittl PATIENT IlAS NOT HAD RECENT NEUROLOGIC SYMPTOMS
and 3 - hE hAS NOT hAD RECtiBT  NEUHOLOGIC SIGNS
and.4 - Tht: \tiIlITE ELWD COUST FROI\~~ THE SPI)jAL FLUID IS < 10
and-5 - TtiE CS$ PROTEIN IS LLSS TfiAN  40
and 6 -

Then: 1 - IT IS LIKELY (.d) TflAT ThE INFECTION REQUIRING THERAPY IS NOT MENINGITIS
and 2 -

the internal format of' the rule is :
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LISPfiULE
--o---o-

PRENISE: ($ArW (SAME CNTXT SITE CSF)
(NOTSAME CNTXT NEUROSYMP)
(NOTSAM WTXT NEUROSIGN)
(LESSP" (VALl CNTXT CSFCELLCOUNT)

10)
(L&SSP* (VALl CNTXT PROTEIN)

40))
ACTION: (CONCLUDE CNTXT TREATINF MENINGITIS TALLY -800)

This is my understandinp of your rule:

--------
If: 1) The site of the culture is csf, and

2) The patient has not had recent neurolo$ic symptoms, and
3) The patient has not had recent neurolo&ic  signs, and
4) The 'rdEjC from the CSF is less than 10, and
5) The CSF protein is less than 40

Then: There is strongly suqgestive evidence (.8) that the infection which
requires therapy is not meningitis

do you agree with my interpretation?
=* YES
good.

COMMENTS: The pronoun resolution procedure replaced 'Ihe" by
"patient?

EXAMPLE III.

Would you like to enter a rule?
** YES
If': 1 - THE CULTURE SITti IS NOT ELOOD

and 2 - 'iZ3ON'T KNOk hiiETH%R  ThIE ORI;AfjIS!4 kAS AELE TO GROtj AEROBICALLY
and 3 - THE LAEORATORY I)ID NOT ATTEMPT TO GRGid THE ORGANISM

AhAEROEICALLl
and 4 -

Tnen: 1 - ThIE AEROEICITY OF THE ORGANISM COULD EE FACUL t.5) ANAEROEIIC (.2)
OR ObLIGATE-AERCE (.3)

and 2 -
the internal format of tne rule is :

LISPHULE
--------

PREMISE: @AND (NOTSAME CNTXT SITE ELOOD)
(NOTKNOkN CNTXT AIRGROW)
(NOTSAME CNTXT ANTRY))

ACTIOti: (CONGLUDE* CIU'TXT AIR TALLY ((FACUL 500)
(ANAEROEIC 200)
(~P,LIGATE-AEROP  300)))
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This is my understandin? of your rule:

--------
If': 1) The site of the culture is not blood, and

2) It is not known whether the or<ganism was able to grow aerobically,
and

3) The lab has not attempted to grow the organism anaerobically
Then: There is evidence that the aerobicity of the organism is facul (.Fj)

anaerobic (.2) obligate-aerob (.3)

do you agree with my interpretion?
=* Yf!lS
good.

EjrAhPLE IV.

kould you like to enter a rule?
** YES
If': 1 - THE INFECTION 'wHICH RECjUIAES  TPEHAPY IS PERITONITIS OR

PELVIC--Af3CESS
and 2 - THE SITE OF Tf;E CULTURE IS ELOGD
and 3 - TM PORTAL Oh' ENTRY IS GI
and 4 -

Then: 1 - THE ORCAKISNS WHICF! MGE.'T EE CAUSIFG TIiE INFECTION COULD EE
LACTZROIDES (.7> E-COLI t .53) KLEBSIELLA-PfiEUfiOI'JIPE  (.?a)
PROTEUS (. 17) ENTEROEACTER (.ll)

and 2 -

the internal format of the rule is :

LISPfiULE
--------

Promise:

a ACTIOPJ:

Tnis is my understanding of' your rule:

($AW (SAP12 CI\I'L'XT  T1{EATINE  (ONEOE' PERITONITIS PELVIC-AHSCESS))
(SAM3 CNTXT SITE BLOOD)
(SAf4E CNTXT PORTAL GI))

(CO~CLUW CNTXT COV~~F~~ TALLY ((BACTEROIDES 700)
(E.COLI 530)
(KL~~SIELLA-P~~E~~~~~~~IAE  130)
tlrwm!us 170)
(~~TERO~ACTER 110)))

If: 1) The infection which requires therapy is one of: peritonitis pelvic-
abscess, and

2) The site of the culture is blood, and
3) The portal of entry of the organism is qi

Then: There is evidence that the organisms (other than those seen on
cultures or smears) which might be causing the infection is
bacteroides (.7) e.coli (.53) klebsiella-pneumoniae (.18> proteus
(.17) enterobacter (.ll>
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do you agree with my interpretation?
+* YES
good.

EXAMPLE V.

Would you like to enter a rule?
+* YES
If: 1 - THE INE'ECTION REQUIRING THERAPY IS NOT MENINGITIS

and 2 - ORGANISMS WERE NOT SEEN ON THE STAIN OF THE CULTURE
and 3 - THERE IS NO EVIDENCE THAT THE TYPE OF THE INFECTION IS NOT TE
and 4 - THE CRYPTOCCCCAL AIUTIGZN IN THE CSF WAS POSITIVE OR

THE CSF COCCIDIOIDES SEROLOGY WAS POSITIVE
and 5 -

Then: 1 - ThE TYPZ OF THE INFECTION IS PROEAELY NOT TB (.a>
and 2 -

Tne internal format of the rule is:

LISPHULE
--------

PREMISE: (.$AND (NOTSAME CMTXT TREATINF MENINGITIS)
(NOTSAME CNTXT SPECSTAIN)
(MIGHTBE CNTXT TYPE TE)
($OR(SAME CNTXT CRYPTO-SEROLOGY)

(SAME CNTXT COCCI-SEROLOGY)))
ACTION: (CONCLUDE CNTXT TYPE TE TALLY -800)

This is my understanding of your rule:

I f : 1) The infection which requires therapy is not meningitis, and
2) Orgahisms were not seen on the stain of the culture, and
3) There is no evidence that the type of the infection is not tb, and
4) The cryptococcal antigen in the csf was positive, or

The csf coccidioides serolo,gy  was positive
Then: There is strongly suggestive evidence l.8) that the type of the

infection is not tb

do you agree with my interpretation?
t* YES
good.
Would you like to enter a rule?
l)y NO
Ok; good bye.



COrlCLUSICk.

This paper nas described a technique to translate Enslish inputs
expressed by an expert of a s p e c i a l i z e d domain into underlyinp.
structures used by a knowledge-based ‘system. The trade-off between
freedom of expression and reliability in the interpretation lead us to
use a method that selectively ignore certain phrases which aiqht not be
crucial f’or the translation. Fiowever, this method may cause aabiquities
in interpretation, hence we emphasize the importance of the expert’s
agreement with an interpretation. The current eratnmar produces adequate
parses on about 905 of the statements contained in MYCIE rules. On a.
sample of 208 sentences chosen from current FYCI!; rules and various
repnrasings ootained from physicians, 555 biere parsed by the general
cornain independent qrammar, 355 by a grammar sbecific to the infection
diseases aomain and 10% were failed to be parsed, due to paraphrasings
tnat woula require a tremendous amount of’ knowledge outside the medical
field. ?arsing these sentences with this semantic grammar is fairly
f’ast (between 1 and 2 seconds). The level of understanding currently
provided seems to be sufficient f’or the acquisition of’ new rules.

HjTU~{fr: DIHECTIONS.

I see future improvements and extensions of this work in the
followin major directions. First, the grammar must be enlarged in
order to ylake the syste:n more “habitable” that is to enable the expert
to remain within the limits of’ the language accepted without his beinq
conscious of these limits.

Second, the technique described here, along with strateqies for
interpretin, dialogs and texts should be suitable for building a general
purpose interface for use by different tasks within a knowledpe-based
system such ‘as question-answerinq, volunteered data via summaries

- describing clinical nistory and current status of patients.
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APPGDIX : A sample of %ramnar rules.
i\Jumbered rules are ,yeneral, rules mentionirg a Concept between

brackets are specific rules. Proceaures having a nnemotechnic name
such as YNPARMCNTXT, which stands f-or yes-no-parameter-context, are
primitives allowing the recogition of non-terminal elements of the
grammar rules. Most of the rules shown here have been already
explained in section 111.4. The code is clearly very close to the
ENF form used before. SK denotes the flaq used for "tiRhtnes9,
always nil at the first pass, set to TRUE at the second if any.

(Ii010
[LAMDA (SK) *"COi9i~~ENT*ti

(Al\;D (f"iULTPARl,+ZNTXT)
(SKlP SE;)
(hiJVAL?'UN])

(ho11
ILAWDA (SK) *Ii COpiiQCi\j T* *
(AW (CMTEXT)

(i?ACULFUN)
(SKI? SK)
(YNPARpi)
(ChECII12 TYPZ-Z!J TYPE-P)
(SZTQ LASTCLAUSti (LDIF'F REST CUR])

(* saved for further pronoun resolution)

(ii020
LLA;QPDA fi1L * t COj,*p]E~ Ti'" i

(A&D (MLTPARtiCP.TXT)
(E'ACULFUN)
(ChECKl PARAP (ISVAL))
(CHLCK2 TYPE-P TYPM.)PJ])
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(<YNSYrlPTOM>
[LAMEDA NIL +* yes/no symptoms of uti **

(AND (SURF 'PATIENT)
(FACULFUN)
I;;;; 'SYMPTOM)

((SURF'L '(OF MJMPS) >
WTsca PARAH (MuMP~YW)

((AND (SURF ‘OF)
(SKIPWORD 'NEW)
(SKIPlr;OHD 'OR)
(SKIPWORD 'INCREASING)
(SURE' 'VAGINAL-DISCHARGE))

(SETQQ PARAI"I (vAGDIS)))
(( ALi) (SKIPUriTIL 'LOWR)

(SUW 'URINARY-TRACT))
(SETQG) PARAE (LO\iER-UTI-SX])

The previous rule enables the recognition of sentences as shown below:

of mumps
has of [new] [or] [increasing]

[The] patient has no symptom[ s J vaginal discharge
does not have referable to the

concerning the lower urinary
of the tract

(YNPAR~CLU'TXT
[LAMBDA NIL ** True if matches <ynparm> of <context> or

( COND <context> <ynparm> **
((YNPARM)
(SURF IoF)
'(CONTEXT)

T)
((CONTEXT)

(COND
( (YNPAWl)

'a
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